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ABSTRACT
In this paper, in the environment of the ProlEngineer software package, 3D model of
the drive is constructed. FEM analysis package, ProlEngineer, is used to calculate stress
distribution in the elements for the toroidal drive under loads. The stress distributions on
worm, stator and planet for the drive are obtained. Changes of the stress distribution along
with planet rotating angle and planet number are presented. The results show: The load
share among the contact tooth pairs is not uniform. The maximum stress in the stator is
larger than that in the worm. As planet rotates, stress distribution on the stator and worm
changes periodically. At two teeth mesh zone, the maximum stress on the stator or worm is
larger than that at three teeth mesh zone. Increase of the planet number can reduce stress in
the toroidal drive. It is because uniform stress distribution and more sharing points of the
load.

LA SIMULATION NUMERIQUE DE LA DISTRIBUTION DE
CONTRAINTE DE LA TRANSMISSION TOROIDALE
RESUME
Dans cet article, Ie modele de 3D de la transmission est realise en pratiquant Ie
logiciel de ProlEngineering. Aussi, Ie logiciel de I'element limite de ProlEngineering est
utilise pour Ie calcul de distribution de contrainte en piece de transmission recharge tels
que I'arbre 11 vis sans fin, Ie stator et les roues 11 I'etoile et ainsi que la relation entre la
distribution de contrainte et I'angle de rotation, et celIe entre la distribution de contrainte
et Ie nombre des roues sont decouverts. II en resulte que Ie chargement entre les dents de
contacts est irregulier. La contrainte maximale de stator est superieure 11 celIe d'arbre 11 vis
sans fin. La distribution de contrainte dans Ie stator et I'arbre 11 vis sans fin se change d'une
maniere cyclique avec Ie fonctionnement des roues 11 I'etoile. A la zone de contact des deux
dents, la contrainte maximale dans Ie stator et I' arbre 11 vis sans fm est superieure 11 celIe de
trios dents. L' augmentation de nombre des roues permet de reduire la contrainte dans
I'arbre toroYdal1l vis sans fin, comme cela se fait par I'augmentation des points charges et
regulieres.
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1. Introduction
The toroidal drive was proposed by M.R.Kuehnle inI966[1]. The drive consists of four
basic elements, Fig.!: (a) the central input worm; (b) radically positioned planets; (c) a
stator of toroidal shape; and (d) a rotor, which forms the central output shaft upon which
the planets are mounted. The input worm rotates each planet about its own axis. The
planets have balls or rollers instead of teeth. Each planet meshes with the toroidal grooves
in the stator. The rotor is the output. The drive can transmit large torque in a very small
size and is suitable for top end technical fields such as aviation and space flight, etc.
M.R.Kuehnle and H.Peeken invented a special machine tool to produce stator[2J.
S.Cerniak et aI. progosed a calculation method for the tooth profile of the stator and its
machining principle 3J. H.Peeken et aI. studied pitting problems on stator surface and the
load distributions on stator and worm[4.5J. Tooten presented a method for the determination
of the non-uniform distribution of load along the contact line on planet tooth surface[6J.
Lizhong Xu investigated mesh theory and contact stress ofthe toroidal drive[7·8J .
The relative motions between different elements in the drive occur in three
dimensional spaces, planet meshes with stator and worm simultaneously in a toroidal
path. There are complicated kinematics, geometrics and mechanics relations between
conjugate profiles of the drive. Therefore, development of the design theory for the drive is
difficult. In operation, pitting is the main type of the failures in toroidal drive. It is the
fatigue failure of the tooth surfaces because of many repetitions of high contact stresses.
Prolonged operation on a pit surface will cause vibration and noise. Therefore, the
calculation of the contact stresses is required. However, the stress distribution and stress
field in the main elements for the drive had not been investigated yet before authors. It
causes unreliable estimation of load-carrying ability for the drive. In 2003, authors
presented analytical equations of the contact stresses for the drive [7]. In paper [7], more
factors were neglected for simplif'ying analysis. In order to obtain more accurate contact
stress distribution, a numerical simulation ofthe contact stresses is required.

(a)

(b)

Fig.l The toroidal drive
(a) Diagram of the drive ( 1. Planet 2. Worm 3. Stator 4. Rotor) (b) Model maehine of the drive
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In this paper, based on center curve of the teeth, in the environment of the
Pro/Engineer software package, 3D stator and worm models, and 3D model of the drive are
constructed. FEM analysis package, ProlEngineer, is used to ealculate stress distribution in
the elements for the toroidal drive under loads. The stress distributions in worm, stator and
planet for the drive are obtained. Changes of the stress distribution along with planet
rotating angle and planet number are presented. The results show: The load share among
the contact tooth pairs is not uniform, near torque input end, the stress in the worm is
larger, and near torque output end, the stress in the stator is larger. The maximum stress in
the stator is larger than that in the worm. As planet rotates, stress distribution in the stator
and worm changes periodically. At two teeth mesh zone, the maximum stress in the stator
or worm is larger than those at three teeth mesh zone. Increase of the planet number can
reduce stress in the toroidal drive. It is because uniform stress distribution and more
sharing points of the load. These results are useful in design and manufacture of the drive.
The research can also offer reference for the stress analysis of other drives and structures
with toroidal elements.

2. Solid model of the toroidal drive
The teeth of the stator and worm are cut on the toroidal surfhce of the stator or worm
blank, among which the teeth of the stator are cut on the internal toroidal surface, so it is
difficult to construct their 3D models. Their basis is calculation of the pattern curves. In
planet coordinate system, the center of the planet tooth can be calculated easily. The center
of the planet tooth is transformed to stator coordinate system, the center of the stator tooth
can be given. The center of the planet tooth is transformed to worm coordinate system, the
center of the helical tooth for worm can be given as well. Thus, the pattern curves of the
stator and worm teeth are obtained. Based on center curve of the teeth, in the environment
of the Pro/Engineer software package, the 3D stator and worm models can be constructed.
It is indicated as follows:
(I) Built stator and worm blanks: Based on given design parameters(the main parameters
of the drive are shown in Table I, some main dimensions of the toroidal drive are drawn in
an outline sketch. Then, by means of command "Rotate", a solid stator or worm blank is
created.
(2) Built a sweep path: By means of command "Insert base curve", and the sweep curve
can be created from tooth center equations.
(3) A single stator or worm tooth: The tooth cross section of the stator and worm is taken
as trapezoid perpendicular to center curve of the stator tooth. Applying a command "helical
sweep" in the environment of the Pro/Engineer software package and going through above
trapezoid cross section, a single stator and worm helix tooth is created.
(4) The whole stator or worm model: Applying a command "Pattern", above single stator
or worm tooth is patterned into several teeth arrayed evenly and radially and the 3D stator
or worm model is constructed as shown in Fig.2(a) and (b). In the toroidal drive, the worm
is supported on bearings which are mounted at the two ends of the worm. In Fig.2(b), the
total worm shaft is shown. And in Fig.l(a), as a diagram of the drive, the part of the shaft
on left of the worm is neglected.
(5) Construction of the 3D planet model does not involve curve pattern and can be created
easily as shown in Fig.2(c).
(6) In the environment of the Pro/Engineer software package, several "Assembly"
commands are given, and above stator, worm, and planets are placed and assembled
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together with rotor and the solid model for the drive is created. The 3D drive model is
shown in Fig.2(d).
Tablel The main parameters for the drive
Parameters
Center distance a
Pianet tooth number z,

8

1

Worm thread number z,
Stator tooth number z
Planet radius R
Face width angle of the worm $~.

35
62.5mm
100·

120·

Face width angle ofthe stator ¢,
Haif cone angle ofthe planet tOOUl Ii

(a)

data
120mm

10°

(b)

(d)

(e)

(e)

Fig.2 3D models of the drive and main elements
(a) 3D stator model (b) 3D worm model (c) 3D planet model (d) 3D models of the drive
(e) the main parameters of the drive
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3. FEM model and Mesh division
In this investigation, FEM analysis package, Pro/Engineer, is used to calculate stress
in the elements for the toroidal drive under loads. Parameters of the example drive system
are shown in Table J. FEM models and mesh-dividing patterns for stress analysis of the
drive are shown in Fig.3. Here, p-adaptive remeshing scheme and tetrahedral units are used.
In Fig.3, element number of the FEM is 4720, and nodes number is 1706, order number of
the interpolation polynomial is seven. Fig.3(a) shows FEM model and initial meshdividing pattern of the drive. Fig.3(b),(c) and (d) show FEM models and initial meshdividing patterns of the worm, planet and stator, respectively. Here, only one planet is
considered. In order to improve calculating accuracy, command "Localized Mesh
Refinement" is chosen. So element number of the FEM at contact regions is increased. The
mesh-dividing patterns at contact region between planet and worm are shown in Fig.4(a),
and the mesh-dividing patterns at contact region between planet and stator in Fig.4(b).
Under condition that the convergence accuracy is 10%, the mesh convergence curve is
shown in Fig.5. Here, Multi-Pass Adaptive iteration is selected is used to calculate contact
stresses between planet and worm or stator. In operation of the drive, the rolling friction
occurs between mesh tooth pairs, and full lubrication is assured. Thus, the friction forces
between planet teeth and worm or stator are quite small and can be neglected. Therefore,
the friction coefficient is taken as zero.
In operation of the toroidal drive, the planet orbit with its own axis and it also along
with rotor orbits with fixed axis. For simplifYing analysis, the rotor is considered to be
fixed, and the stator is considered to rotate about center axis. Thus, the only one rotating
freedom degree is remaining for the planet and its boundary condition and load can be
given easily. The boundary conditions and loads of the total drive are shown in Fig.6(a).
For the stator, three translational and two rotational freedom degrees are removed, only
one rotational freedom degree about center axis is remain as shown in Fig.6(a), (f) and (g),
here the restraint is applied to outer cylindrical surface of the stator. For the worm, three
translational and two rotational freedom degrees are removed, only one rotational freedom
degree about center axis is remain as well as shown in Fig.6(a), (b) and (c). For the planet,
three translational and two rotational freedom degrees are removed, only one rotational
freedom degree about its own axis is remain as shown in Fig.6(a), (d) and (e), here the
restraint is applied to inter cylindrical surface of the planet center hole.
An input torque is applied to worm axis, and an output torque is applied to the stator as
is output torque,
shown in Fig.6(a), (b), (c), (f) and (g). In Fig.6, 7; is input torque,

r,

r, = 7; x i x 1]. Here, i

is speed ratio of the drive, I] is operating efficiency of the drive.

Here, stator, worm, planet and rotor are made of steel. In this analysis, Modulus of
elasticity of steel is 206Gpa, and Poisson's ratio is 0.3. The operating efficiency of the
example drive is given by measurement. The operating efficiency is 92%. And the speed
ratio i = 36.
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(a)

00
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Fig.3 FEM model and initial mesh division of the drive and main elements
(a) drive (b) worm (e) planet (d) stator

(~

~)

Fig.4 The mesh-dividing patterns at contact regions
(a) between planet and worm, ~) between planet and stator
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Fig.5 The mesh convergence curve
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(g)

(I)

Fig.6 The houndary conditions and loads on FEM model
(a) 3D drive model, (b) 3D worm model, (c) load and boundary condition diagram of worm,
(d) 3D planet model, (e) load and boundary condition diagram of planet, (I) 3D stator model,
(g) load and boundary condition diagram of stator
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4. Stress distribution in the drive
By above FEM model and boundary conditions, the stress distributions in a toroidal
drive are presented as shown in Figs.7, 8, and 9 (here T 1 = ISON.m, T2 =SOOON.m). Fig.7
shows the von-Mises stress distribution in the worm. Fig.8 shows von-Mises stress
distribution in the stator. Fig.9 shows von-Mises stress distribution in the planet.
In Fig.7, stress distributions of three contact tooth pairs between worm and a planet
are shown. Here, window I revolves around axis y for -90°. From Fig.7, it is known:
(I) The load share among the contact tooth pairs is not uniform. Near torque input end, the
stress is the maximum (l309MPa) as shown in left partial enlarged drawing, and at another
end of the worm the stress is the minimum (390MPa) as shown in right partial enlarged
drawing. Ratio of the maximum stress to the minimum is 3.3.
(2) For each contact tooth pair, the shape of the contact zone is narrow and long. At the two
ends of each contact zone, the stress is larger and dumbbell-shaped stress distribution
occurs. It is because non uniform load distribution between mesh teeth of the worm and
planet caused by elastic deformation of the planet tooth.
In Fig.8, stress distributions of three contact tooth pairs between stator and a planet are
shown. From Fig.8, it is known:
(3) The load share among the contact tooth pairs is not uniform as well. The contact stress
at the medium contact point is the maximum (1785MPa) as shown in partial enlarged
number 2 drawing. Near torque output end, the stress is larger than that at another end of
the stator. The stress near torque output end is 1428MPa as shown in partial enlarged
number 3 drawing. The stress near torque input end is 714MPa as shown in partial
enlarged number I drawing. Ratio of the maximum stress to the minimum is 2.S. So the
stress distribution between planet and stator is more uniform than that between planet and
worm. Here, larger stress at output end is caused by elastic deformation of the stator and
planet.
(4) For each contact tooth pair, just like worm teeth, the shape of the contact zone is
narrow and long as well. At the two ends of each contact zone, the stress is larger and
dumbbell-shaped stress distribution occurs. It is because the same reason as above.
(S) The maximum stress (178SMPa) in the stator is larger than that (1309MPa) in the worm.
This result is in agreement with one of the reference [7].
In Fig.9, stress distributions in the planet are shown. Number I, 2 and 3 teeth mesh
with worm, and number 4, Sand 6 teeth mesh with the stator. From Fig.9, it is known:
(6) Among number I, 2 and 3 teeth, the stress on the number I tooth is the maximum. It is
.
because the tooth corresponds to input end of the worm.
(7) Among number 4, Sand 6 teeth, the stress on the number S tooth is the maximum. It is
because the tooth corresponds to the medium contact point between the planet and stator.
Simulation results show that the maximum contact stress occurs on the tooth surface
of the planet. Under T 1 =IS0N.m and T2 =SOOON.m, when only one planet is considered,
the maximum contact stress on the planet tooth surface is 2338MPa which is larger than
yield strength of the planet material. The planet tooth is made of 40CrNiMo, yield strength
of which is 83S MPa. It shows that three planets should be used to carrying aforementioned
loads.
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Siress von Mises (WCS 1
(N I mm"2l
Locotion, Componenis and
Load t :LoadSeil

1 . 178,,+0:::
1.047,,+0:::
9. 164,,+02
7.855,,+02
6. 546,,+1J2
5. 237e+1J2
3.927,,+02
2.618e+02
1.3109.,+02

Fig.7 Stress distribution in the worm
Siress von Mises (WCS)
(N I mm'21
Locolion, Components and
Loodset :LoodSell

1.6~6e+03

1.428e+03
I .04ge+03
1.071e+tZI3
8.903e+0"
7 • 138e+0"
5.354"+0,,
3.569..+02
1.785e+02

Fig.8 Stress distribution in the stator
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S1ress von Mises (WCSl
(N I mm'2l
Location, Components end Loyers
Loodsel,LoodSetl

2.1134e+133
1.870e-133
1.637e+133
1.493..+133
1.169..+133
9.354 ..+132
7.916..+92
~.67ge+02

2. 342e+02

Fig.9 Stress distribution in the planet

5, Changes of the stress distribution
As worm, planet and rotor rotate the stress distribution in the toroidal drive changes.
Here, take the stress distribution in the stator as example to illustrate the changes. Changes
of the stress distribution in the stator along with planet rotating angle are shown in Fig.1 O.
The stress distribution in the stator at rotating angle 'P, = 22.5' of the planet is shown in
Fig.!!. From Figs.! 0 and II, it is known:
(I) As planet rotates, stress distribution in the stator changes. Hence, the value and position
of the maximum stress in the stator change periodically with rotating angle 'P, of the planet.
0

The time periodic is decided by tooth distance angle 'Po = 360 / z, (here, z, = 8
and(Oo =45').
(2) Under facewidth angle of the stator 'P, = 1200 , at angles [15°, 30°], the maximum stress
in the stator is lar:%er than those at other angles. It is because tooth pair number in contact is
two at angles [15 , 30°], and tooth pair number in contact is three at other angles. In Fig.l 0,
the maximum stress in the stator is 1978 MFa which is larger than that under three tooth
pair contacts. It can be explained as below:
Under facewidth angle of the stator 'P, =1200 and the planet tooth number z, =8, tooth
pair number in mesh between planet and stator is variable. The changing pcriod is 211'/ z, .
The changes of the tooth pair number in mesh is below:
When rotating angle of the planet equals [0°, 150 the tooth pair number in mesh is three.
], the tooth pair number in mesh is two.
When rotating angle of the planet equals [15°, 30M
When rotating angle of the planet equals [30°, 450:1, the tooth pair number in mesh is threc.
Hence, at angles [15°, 30°], each planet tooth carries larger load than that at other angles.
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(3) At two tooth pair contact zone, the stress distribution on the stator is still comparatively
uniform. In Fig.l 0 the maximum stress on number I tooth is near the maximum stress on
number 2 tooth.
(4) For the worm teeth, similar changes of the stress distribution occur (It is not presented
here).
(5) Among two tceth mesh zone, the maximum stress changcs with rotating angle of the
planet. It is because distances between fixed axis and the acting points of the forces
changes with the rotating angle of the planet.
(6) Among three teeth mesh zone, the maximum stress changes with rotating angle of the
planet as well. It is because the same reason as above.
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Fig.tO Cbanges oftbe maximum stress
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Fig.ll Tlte stress distribution between planet and stator (two tootlt pair contact)
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Aforementioned results are obtained under condition that only one planet is used. If
the planet number is increased, the load can be shared by more planets and more mesh
points. In the toroidal drive, up to 12 planets can be grouped around the worm, all of whieh
simultaneously mesh with the worm and the stator to share the load. TIlerefore, the stress
in the drive will be reduced obviously, and much larger load carrying ability can be given
by the drive. When planet number equals two, the stress distribution on the stator is shown
in Fig.l2. From Fig. 12, it is known:
(l) Compared with the drive WitIl one planet, tIle stress distribution on the stator is similar,
but tIle stress on the stator decreases obviously. Here, the maximum stress in the stator is
1367MPa.
(2) For the drive with two planets, when rotating angle of the first planet equals zero
degree, the number ofthe meshing tooth pair between the planet and tIle stator is three, and
the number of the meshing tooth pair between another planet and the stator is two.
However, the load share between the two planets is comparatively uniform. TIle maximum
stress on the first planet occurs at number 2 tooth, and the maximum stress on the second
planet occurs at number 4 tooth. The two maximum stresses are about equal each other.
(3) The utilization of the second planet not only increases sharing points of the load but
also improves symmetry of the whole drive system. The symmetry can reduce deformation
and displacements of the worm and planets. It causes uniform stress distribution and
decrease of the stress.
(4) As planet number further increases the stress in the toroidal drive will decrease further.
However, it is necessary to assure alignment accuracy of the planets. Therefore, high
alignment accuracy should be assured in order to obtain high load-carrying ability.
Stress von Mises (WCSl
(N I mm"2l
Locoiion, Components
Loodset,Load

1.230e+03
1.093e+03
9. 568e+02
8.201e+02
6. 834e+02
5. 467e+02
4.101e+02

2.734",+02
1.367",+02

Fig.12 Stress distribution in tile stator for two planet toroidal drive
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6. Conclusions
In this paper, based on center curve of the tceth, in the environment of the
ProlEngineer software package, the 3D stator and worm models can be constructed, and
the 3D model of the drive is constructed as well. FEM analysis package, ProlEngineer, is
used to calculate stress distribution in the elements for the toroidal drive under loads. Tbe
stress distributions on worm, stator and planet for the drive are obtained. Changes of the
stress distribution along with planet rotating angle and planet number are presented. The
main results are:
(1) The load share among the contact tooth pairs is not uniform. Near torque input end, the
stress in the worm is the maximum, and near torque output end, the stress in the stator is
larger.
(2) For each contact tooth pair, the shape of the contact zone is narrow and long. At the two
ends of each contact zone, the stress is larger and dumbbell-shaped stress distribution
occurs.
(3) The maximum stress in the stator is larger than that in the worm.
(4) As planet rotates, stress distribution in the stator or worm changes periodically. At two
teeth mesh zone, the maximum stress in the stator or worm is larger than those at three
teeth mesh zone.
(5) Increase of the planet number can reduce stress in the toroidal drive. It is because
uniform stress distribution and more sharing points of the load.
The research is useful in design and manufacture of the drive and can also offer
reference for the stress analysis of other drives and structures with toroidal elements.
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